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Maps are among our best infonnation systems. They require little documentation and are
commonly used and understood. In contrast, many systems of classification seem to lack this
acceptance and ease ofuse. Anecdotal evidence suggests that this is particularly true of the way
collections of databases are classified for online browsing on library Web sites. This paper
argues that some ofthe characteristics that make maps easily usable can be applied to collections
of databases. Those characteristics include logical grouping of infonnation, the ability to move
smoothly between levels ofdata, and consistent amounts of data at different levels of
representation.
This paper will take a conceptual approach in discussing factors that make maps easy-to-use and
readily acceptable, and will sketch some of the implications those factors might have for the
classification ofonline databases. It will start with a description of several cartographic
phenomena and their utility. After that it will discuss how these phenomena might be applied to
infonnation systems, and will finish with a discussion of what such a cartographically inspired
classification system might look like and how it might be built.
Maps create well-fonned expectations. We are familiar enough with tenns like "road map" and
"floor plan" to know what their contents are even before we see them. Bibliographic descriptions
carry similar expectations. Anyone familiar with libraries can quickly decipher a bibliographic
description for an article, book, etc. Our classificatory descriptions of databases, though, do not
achieve this. They tend to feature free-text descriptions with neither consistent elements nor
fonnatting. The elements that users are likely to refer to in distinguishing between databases
(topic, scope, features, etc.) are generally described in non-standard language. This kind of
classificatory standardization could help reproduce some of the well-fonned expectations that
maps and bibliographic descriptions engender.
Maps feature pan and zoom, two traits that contribute to their usability. Pan represents the ability
to scan across the surface of a map (paper or electronic) to see what features lie next to each
other. Zoom allows the user to view selected parts of the map in greater detail. These traits are
reproduced inconsistently in collections ofonline databases. When a user searches in a database,
or views its description, the system often does not give the user an effective way to pan to a
logically adjacent database or description. Collections of databases do provide some zoom
capabilities by allowing the user to move from a list of database descriptions to a single database
or small group, and then zoom in further to particular documents. Looking at the way maps
(particularly electronic maps) provide this functionality, though, points up both problems and
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